We consider the problem of managing a eet of vehicles over space and time to serve current and forecasted demands. We assume the vehicles are homogeneous, and demands must be served at a speci c instant in time, or be lost with a loss in contribution to the company. Our problem can be viewed as a type of spatial, dynamic inventory management problem with reusable resources vehicles. At a n y point in space and time, a v ehicle may be assigned to satisfy a revenue generating activity, i t m a y be repositioned empty to another point in space-time presumably with higher revenue potential or held in inventory.
We use as our model a dynamic network with random arc capacities, rst introduced by P owell 11 . A market demand in the future is represented using an arc with a negative cost representing the contribution, or reward, o ered by a task and an upper bound representing the market demand. When demands are forecasted, these upper bounds can be modeled as discrete random variables, creating a very large, multistage stochastic program, with considerable structure.
Dynamic networks have long proved to be a valuable technique for modeling dynamic eet management problems. An early application is by Dantzig and Fulkerson 3 to minimize the number of tankers required to meet a given schedule. White and Bomberault 17 and White 16 formulate the railcar management problem using a deterministic dynamic network, and present an inductive v ersion of the out-of-kilter algorithm for solving the resulting transshipment problem. Magnanti and Simpson 9 review a range of dynamic network models for eet management, with special emphasis on decomposition methods for solving multicommodity o w problems. For a thorough survey of other applications of dynamic networks, see the review by Aronson 1 .
The large majority of prior research has focused on deterministic networks. Jordan and Turnquist 6 and Powell 10 present a specialized method for approximating stochastic ows over dynamic networks, where the supplies of inventories in future time periods are approximated using continuous probability distributions characterized by the rst two moments. Powell 11 provides the rst formulation of this problem as a stochastic program, and Frantzeskakis and Powell 5 present a method called the Succes-sive Linear Approximation Procedure SLAP for approximating the expected recourse function for the multistage dynamic network with random arc capacities.
This research is an extension of Powell and Cheung 13 which i n troduces the notion of tree r ecourse and Powell and Cheung 12 which addresses two-stage problems using a procedure called network recourse decomposition. The numerical experiments in 12 show that the network recourse decomposition approach can produce a tight l o wer bound for the expected recourse function. More importantly, the results show that this approach can produce an accurate approximation of the expected recourse function. This paper shows how the network recourse decomposition can be extended to solving multistage networks. It also represents an alternative approach to SLAP for solving the same class of problems. We generalize SLAP by using convex, instead of linear, approximations of the expected recourse function. Furthermore, this new approach can be applied to a wider class of problems where SLAP may not be applied. Finally, the experimental results support even more strongly the conclusions in 5 that solving an approximation of the stochastic problem can produce better results than an optimal solution of a deterministic approximation.
We begin in section 1 by providing a stochastic programming formulation for dynamic networks with random arc capacities. Next, section 2 presents the successive convex approximation method for solving this class of problems. This method is a decomposition method involving tree subproblems whose solution can be obtained quite e ciently by the method of 13 . In section 3, we review two alternative methods for the same class of problems. Section 4 compares the performance of the new method with the alternative methods on a set of test problems, which include real dynamic eet management problems. The results in section 4 show the superiority of the new method over the alternative methods. Finally, section 5 gives some concluding remarks. For completeness, the appendix provides an example to illustrate the approximation method.
Problem Formulation
Consider a dynamic eet management problem as an N-stage dynamic network where arc capacities are used to model random market demands. In such a network, a node represents a particular city at a particular time, and an arc represents the movement loaded, empty o r i n ventory of vehicles between a pair of cities in a particular stage. In each stage, we need to determine the positioning of a eet of vehicles while considering the downstream impacts of the current m o ves under future uncertainty. These impacts are commonly measured by the expected total pro ts or total costs of the decisions made in later stages. Therefore, in stage t, our objective is to maximize both the total pro t revenue minus cost in stage t and the expected pro ts in later stages.
Before giving the mathematical formulation, we rst state our assumptions:
A1. Travel time between each pair of cities is exactly one stageperiod; A2. Decisions are made only once per time period; A3. There is always an uncapacitated link out of a city with zero cost; A4. The random market demands are independent discrete random variables; A5. All unsatis ed demands are considered lost.
The rst assumption is made only to simplify our presentation and is not a model restriction. As we see later in section 4, we m a y allow m ulti-period travel times. The second assumption avoids the details of the decisions made within a time stage, keeping the network size manageable. The third assumption says that vehicles can be held in a city o ver time with zero cost. Such an assumption ensures the feasibility of the problem by h a ving an uncapacitated link inventory link out of each node in the network. The rationale behind the fourth assumption is that in a real world application, a common carrier often serves an enormous number of independent customers. The last assumption rules out the case of backlogging which m a y signi cantly complicate the problem. Finally, b y convention, we write this problem as a minimization problem.
Let be a random vector market demands de ned over a probability space ; F; P with elementary outcomes = f! : ! = ! 2 ; :::; ! t ; :::; ! N g where ! t is the outcome in stage t we assume no uncertainty in stage 1. De ne : N t = set of cities at time t, A t = set of arcs originating at time t, t ij = random market demand for vehicles moving from city i to city j starting at time t t ij = a realization of t ij , x t ij = o w of loaded vehicles from city i to city j starting at time t, x t ij = o w of loaded vehicles from city i to city j for realization t ij , u t ij = o w of empty v ehicles from city i to city j starting at time t, u t ij = o w of empty v ehicles from city i to city j for realization t ij , r t ij = net pro t per loaded vehicle from city i to city j at time t, c t ij = cost per vehicle for moving from from city i to city j at time t, S t j = n umber of vehicles available in city j at time t + 1 = i n ternal supply to node j 2 N t+1 resulting from decisions made in stages t, R t i = external supply of vehicles to city i at time t.
Our convention is that a variable with no subscript represent s a v ector. For example, S t is the vector of supplies to nodes in stage t + 1 that is, the vehicles available at time t + 1.
By assumption A.1, we know that there is no pure transshipment node in this network since, in stage t, v ehicles enter a city i at time t and end up in another city j at time t + 1. Therefore, all nodes in the dynamic network can be treated as supply nodes, meaning that: The assumption Q N+1 ; = 0 means that all vehicles arriving at time beyond the planning horizon are considered to have a salvage value of 0. In fact, the study of end e ects deserves further research and is beyond the scope of this study. The nested expectation functionals which appear in the objective functions make the problem extremely complicated. In order to solve the rst stage problem, we need to determine the expected recourse function E 2 Q 2 S 1 ; 2 as a function of S 1 . H o wever, in stage 2, again we need to evaluate the function E 3 Q 3 S 2 ; 3 and so forth. Except for a few special cases, exact calculation of the expected recourse functions is numerically intractable, even for moderate problems with small number of stages. Therefore, we rely on approximation methods. An overview of various approximation schemes for general stochastic programs can be found in Birge and Wets 2 and Kall et al. 7 and the references cited there. In our problem, we h a ve a v ery special structure in each stage, namely a transportation problem with random arc capacities where no speci c amount of ow m ust be shipped to the demand points. This special structure allows us to develop specialized method to approximate the expectation functionals using some simpler functions. Therefore, we do not consider general stochastic programming techniques in this paper.
For simplifying our presentation in the rest of this paper, we assume that we h a ve only a link between a pair of nodes. We can satisfy this assumption easily by adding additional nodes and links to the network. If x t ij represents loaded movement, then c t ij 0 and t ij is a nite discrete random variable. If x t ij represents empty m o vement we use u ij previously, then c t ij 0 and t ij = 1. Finally, w e consider the underlying problem as a minimization problem.
Successive convex approximation methodology
Powell and Cheung 13 introduces a specialized algorithm to nd the expected objective value of a directed tree with random arc capacities, as a function of the scalar supply. Based on this result, a backward recursion procedure is proposed to nd the expected recourse function exactly for a multistage stochastic network where each stage consists of entirely independent trees. The procedure is quite e cient: exact expected recourse functions for trees with several thousand random variables can be obtained in a few seconds. Our ability to solve tree problems motivates the use of decomposition when we encounter a harder problem. Powell and Cheung 12 studies a class of more general two-stage stochastic networks. It develops an iterative procedure to provide approximations of the expected recourse function by structurally decomposing the underlying network into tree subproblems. The expected objective v alues of these trees can be found parametrically as functions of supplies, using the algorithm in 13 . In this paper, we extend these results to general, multistage networks. We develop a backward recursion method to successively provide convex approximations of the expected recourse functions in each stage, where a structural decomposition is involved. We refer to it as the Successive Convex Approximation Method SCAM.
In SCAM, we successively generate a sequence of functions starting from the last stage, that isQ N S N,1 , ,Q t+1 S t ,Q t S t,1 , ,Q 2 S 1 where the function Q t+1 S t is used to approximate the expected total cost for stages from t to N as a parametric function of S t internal supply to stage t + 1. Furthermore, each function Q t+1 S t i s c o n vex and has the form of Q t+1 S t = X j2N t+1Q t+1;j S t j + K t 12
with the properties: P1Q t+1;j S t j is piecewise linear and convex P2Q t+1 S t i s a l o wer bound of E t+1 Q t+1 S t ; t+1 P3 K t is some constant it can depend on t.
In section 2.1, we show h o w to obtainQ t S t,1 b y given an approximationQ t+1 S t . In section 2.2, we summarize the steps of SCAM.
Approximation by decomposition
The process of obtainingQ t S t,1 for a given approximationQ t+1 S t with the form of 12 consists of the following steps:
1. Approximate the stage t problem by replacing E t+1 Q t+1 S t ; t+1 the true expected recourse function with the approximationQ t+1 S t . Let us denote the modi ed stage t problem as MP t .
2. RepresentQ t+1 S t b y a set of links such that MP t i s a n e t work with random arc capacities that is, augment the original stage t network with additional links.
3. Reformulate MP t a s a m ulticommodity o w problem with bundle constraints.
4. Use a relaxation method to produce a function, denoted byQ t S t,1 , that approximates the expected cost of MP t as a function of S t,1 .
We show later that the functionQ t S t,1 also has the form of 12. This function will then be used to augment the stage t,1 for obtainingQ t,1 S t,2 . We describe in detail of the network augmentation steps 1 and 2, the reformulation step 3, and the relaxation step 4 in sections 2.1.1, 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 respectively.
Network augmentation
By replacing E t+1 Q t+1 S t ; t+1 with the approximationQ t+1 S t , the modi ed stage t problem becomes:
MP t Q t S t,1 ; t = min x t ;S t 8 : c t T x t + X j2N t+1Q t+1;j S t j + K t subject to: 8 11 9 = ; : 13 where we letQ t S t,1 ; t be the value of problem MP t . From this formulation, we see thatQ t+1;j S t j has an intuitive i n terpretation: it captures the expected marginal value of having S t j vehicles in city j at time t + 1 that is, S t j units of ow i n n o d e j 2 N t+1 . Assume these vehicles are ordered such that the rst one takes the most pro table movement, the second takes the second best and so forth. Let q t+1 jk be the expected marginal contribution of the k th vehicle. Then, when S t j = s,Q t+1;j S t j can be written as:
t+1, i i This inequality re ects the diminishing return of the incremental unit of supply. In other words, the rst vehicle available in city j should have a higher expected marginal value or lower expected marginal cost than the second one.
Since each function,Q t+1;j S t j , is convex and piecewise linear, it can be represented by a set of deterministic links, which w e call recourse" links see gure 1. The k th recourse link out of node j 2 N t+1 , except the last one, has an upper bound of one and a link contribution of q t+1 jk . The last recourse link, with zero cost and no upper bound, is added for the case where a large number of vehicles are being sent t o n o d e j. As a result, the impacts of current decisions are captured by the recourse links. Mathematically speaking, we let y t+1 jk = o w on the k th recourse link out of node j 2 N t+1 for realization ! t , Z j = the set of recourse links out of node j Z 0 j = Z j excluding the feasibility link. 
Multicommodity network formulation
Once again, our goal is to approximate the expected value of problem 16 20 as a separable function of the supply meaning that the number of vehicles available in each city. Therefore, we w ould like to decompose this network by their origins so that each component of the separable function can be obtained individually. This leads to the notion of multicommodity o ws where a commodity is de ned as follows:
De nition 2.1 A unit of ow originating from node i 2 N t is de ned a s commodity i.
For example, consider the two-origin network depicted in gure 2. The ow e n tering node 1 is considered as commodity 1 and the ow e n tering node 2 is considered as commodity 2. That is, the ows in the network are di erentiated by their origins. We let y t+1;i jk = o w of commodity i on the k th recourse link out of node j 2 N t+1 for realization t . In this formulation, constraints 25 are redundant since 26 implies 25. However, if we relax the constraints 26, then this problem becomes separable by commodity with the looser constraints 25. Furthermore, constraints 22 25 indicate that each commodity i follow s a t wo-level tree which is rooted at supply node i 2 N t . Note that the links in the second level of these trees may be shared by di erent trees see the links out of node 3 in gure 2, inducing the bundle constraints 26. In the next section, we present a method to handle these bundle constraints.
Relaxation
Throughout this section, we are only concerned with the stage t problem. Hence, we suppress the time index t without ambiguity b y writing: S = S t,1 , q = q t+1 , x ij = x t ij , y i jk = y t+1;i jk , etc. Furthermore, we let T i be the feasible set for commodity i without the bundle constraints 26, that is:
T i = n x ij ; y i jk j 22 25 are satis ed o :
Essentially, the underlying structure of T i is a tree.
For a xed supply vector S and a given realization in stage t, assume that we relax 26 using a set of deterministic multipliers jk 0. Then, the Lagrangian relaxation of The embedded minimization problem in 30 is a directed tree with random arc capacities. Therefore, we can apply the algorithm in 13 to ndQ i S i ; parametrically as a function of scalar supply S i . The slopes of these functions are used to measure the expected marginal value for the supply to stage t recall that we h a ve used the q t+1 jk coe cients to approximate the expected marginal value for the supply to stage t + 1. In the context of dynamic eet management, these functions estimate the expected marginal contributions for having additional vehicles in city i. The following proposition shows the convexity of our approximation. Proof: Each functionQ i S i is the expected recourse function of a tree problem, which is convex see Van Slyke and Wets 14 . Since the sum of convex functions and a constant is a convex function, the result follows.
13
The bottom line of this method is to choose an appropriate vector of multipliers . The following propositions, which h a ve appeared in 12 suggest one method to determine . 2 Proposition 2.3 shows that gS; de ned in 33 is a valid subgradient forQS; a lower bound for both the modi ed and the original stage t problems. Consequently, we can nd which maximizesQS; using subgradient optimization. In a typical subgradient method, we iteratively move the current solution l along the direction of the subgradient gS; with a small amount. Mathematically, w e h a ve for iteration l: For a given S, letQS; l be the value ofQS; when = l . A common choice of step sizes is see, for example 8 : l = l max Q U S ,QS; l jjgS; l jj 2 ; 0 ; 38 where l 2 0; 2 and Q U S is an statistical estimate of EQS; for a given supply vector S, which can be obtained via Monte Carlo methods. Note that y jk in 32 represents the total expected ow on link j; k among all commodities. This amount is simply a b yproduct while nding the expected recourse function for each individual tree using the algorithm as described in 13 .
Algorithm
In summary, the pseudo-algorithm for SCAM is as follows:
ALGSCAM
Step 1 Compute the approximations in stage N,Q N;i S i ; 8i 2 N N by solving one-level trees.
Step 2 Augment stage N ,1 problem by the recourse links corresponding toQ N;i S i .
Step 3 Step 4 Solve the augmented rst stage network To h a ve a clearer picture of this method, we illustrate a step of it using gure 3.
The t , 1, t and t + 1 recourse problems of a multistage dynamic network are shown in gure 3a. Assume we are given the approximationsQ t+1;j S t j ; j2 N t+1 , as shown in gure 3b. First, we represent these functions by the recourse links. Second, we add them to the original stage t recourse problem, forming a larger network, given in gure 3c. Third, we decompose the ows in this augmented stage t network by their origins such that the ow from each origin follows a two-level tree, as depicted in gure 3d. We then obtain the expected recourse function for each tree. Clearly, these trees are overlapping. If our decisions of pushing ows over the trees are made independently, then the capacity constraints for the links in the second level can be violated. Hence, we employ the stochastic relaxation method see 29 to decouple the bundle constraints, which results in a modi cation of the link costs. Finally, w e apply the the algorithm in 13 for each individual tree, producing a separable, convex approximation:Q t S t,1 . Again, using the recourse links to represent these convex approximations, we obtain the augmented stage t , 1 network shown in gure 3e.
Remarks:
1. Since Q N+1 ; 0, the stage N problem consists of independent one-level trees.
Therefore, the expected recourse function for the stage N is exact. 2. The algorithm for tree problems is not limited to one or two-level trees. Therefore, our method can also be applied to recourse problems which are transshipment networks within each stage. In these cases, the de nition of commodity and the generation of trees may need to be modi ed see 12 .
3. The basic idea of solving tree problems and a numerical example which illustrates a step in SCAM are given in the appendix.
Alternative methods
This section describes two alternative methods for solving dynamic eet management problems, namely, the dynamic deterministic method and the successive linear approximation method. These two methods are used to compare with SCAM in section 4.
Dynamic deterministic method
The dynamic deterministic method DYNDET is the most widely used technique for solving eet management problems. In this method, all the random arc capacities in the dynamic network are replaced with their means, producing the following deterministic problem: min In our experiment, we use two v ersions of SLAP, which di er in the choice of t j . I n the rst version, t j is the expected slope of the convex functionQ t+1;j S t j obtained by: t j = 1 X k=1 P n S t j = k o q t+1 jk : where we h a ve t a distribution for the supplies S t j . In another version, we c hoose t j to be the slope ofQ t+1;j m t+1 j where m t+1 j is the estimated mean supply to node j. The SLAP methodology has been very successful for a class of dynamic eet management problems see Frantzeskakis 4 . However, this method does not allow transshipment nodes within a stage. On the other hand, one di culty with SLAP is that it can be sensitive to the choice of t . Also, the case of a linear approximation can lead to extreme solutions which give poor results.
Numerical experiments
In this section, we e v aluate the SCAM methodology by comparing it to the methods described in section 3. Section 4.1 describes the experimental design and section 4.2 reports the numerical results.
Experimental design
We compared the three methodologies using a real problem and a set of randomly generated problems. We include the random problems for extensive comparisons of these methods under various conditions. To e v aluate the solutions, we conducted the rolling horizon experiment since obtaining the optimal" solution for large stochastic networks is numerically i n tractable. In the following, we rst describe our test problems. Then, we outline the rolling horizon simulation and the performance measures.
Test problems
There are two classes of the test problems. The rst class contains a real data set obtained from a major common carrier the same data set used in 5 . We do not intend to describe this data set in detail, but provide a sense of the problem size. In this data set, the country is partitioned into 60 regions. On average, loaded vehicles from a region can be moved to ten other regions that is, the network is not completely dense. Therefore, there are about 600 random variables per day representing market demands between regions. In this dataset, the average daily demand is 312 for weekdays and 32 for weekends. Consequently, the mean demand between a pair of regions is roughly 0.5. These random demands are assumed to follow truncated Poisson distributions where a Poisson variate is truncated at k if k is the rst integer such that Pf k g 0:0001.
Thus, each random arc capacities can take a n a verage of 5 possible values. Over a 14-day planning horizon, we are dealing with several thousand independent random arc capacities. As a result, the total number of possible realizations exceeds 10 1000 which i s e ectively in nite.
The second class contains randomly generated problems, with which w e can make comparisons under various conditions. The parameters for the random problem generator include the number of regions, the distances between regions, the net pro t of each loaded movement, the cost of each empty m o vement, the cost for holding a vehicle at its current location, the initial vehicle allocation and the forecast demands.
The random problem generator creates R points which are uniformly located in a 1000 by 2000 mile rectangle. These points represent the centers of the R regions. We simply take the Euclidean distance between the centers of two regions as the corresponding travel distance. We assume that vehicles can travel 600 miles per period one day. The net pro t for each loaded movement and the cost for each empty m o vement are 40 cents mile and 70 cents mile respectively. There is no cost for holding a vehicle at its current location over time. The initial vehicle allocation is made proportional to the average outbound ow of the regions. The eet size denoted by F w as chosen after performing a set of calibrating runs. The market demand t ij between region i and region j at time t is assumed to follow a P oisson distribution with mean m t ij which is given by: m t ij = i j t where i = i n bound potential for region i, j = outbound potential for region j, t = time variation factor, = an exponential random variable.
These four factors are determined as follows.
The inbound potential and outbound potential for each region capture the region's ability to attract the inbound ows or generate the outbound ows. The inbound potential for a region i, i , i s d r a wn uniformly between 0.2 and 1.8. The corresponding outbound potential i is obtained by i = 2 , i . Therefore, these two potentials are negatively correlated. The motivation for this setting is partly because regions with large inbound ows often have small outbound ows in real world applications. More importantly, under this setting, a myopic algorithm may produce a poor solution since a vehicle may be sent to a region with high inbound potential but with very low outbound demand. The time parameter t is used to represent w eekly pattern for the demands in daily operation: high demand in weekdays and low demand in weekends. Finally, to capture the randomness of demands, we also include an exponentially distributed random number with mean 0:5 which is the typical average daily demand between regions for the rst data set. The rolling horizon simulation For multistage problems with the size of practical interest, obtaining optimal solutions is generally intractable. Therefore, it is often impossible to compare the solution produced by a method with the optimal solution. One possible way i s t o d e v elop some bounds on the optimal solution and to use these bounds for evaluating the quality of a solution. Again, obtaining tight bounds for large multistage problems can be extremely di cult. A m uch more simpler alternative is using the rolling horizon simulation.
The basic idea of the rolling horizon simulation is to generate a stream of realizations of the random demands over a period of time. We refer to this period as the simulation horizon or the rolling horizon. The e ectiveness of a solution method is then evaluated over this simulation horizon during which the performance measures are accumulated. Figure 4 shows how the rolling horizon simulation works. First, we start at time t = 1 . W e obtain a realization, denoted by 1 , of the random demands at time t = 1 . Next, we solve a n N-stage dynamic network spanning from t = 1 t o t = N b y a solution method M. The recommended rst stage decisions are then actually implemented. The corresponding cost for t = 1 is thus C 1 M; 1 . Next, we advance the clock t o t = 2 and obtain a realization 2 of the random demands at time t = 2. Again, we apply method M to solve the N-stage network which spans t = 2 t o t = N +1. Similarly, w e implement the recommended rst stage decisions and obtain the total stage 2 cost C 2 M; 2 . We continue to advance the clock from t = 3 t o t = T and solve the corresponding N-stage networks. As a result, we are actually solving T N -stage networks and accumulating the total cost over the entire simulation horizon. In other words, we obtain the performance Through rolling horizon simulations, we can compare the relative e ectiveness of di erent solution methods. However, little is known for the absolute e ectiveness of the methods, that is, how good or how bad the solution of a method is when it is compared with the optimal solution"? To answer this question, consider a device called the posterior bound. When we solve a n N-stage network which starts at time t, we m ust make the rst stage decisions without knowing the actual market demands where = t + 1 ; : : : ; t+ N , 1 . Assume that after we know the whole stream of the demands, 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; T , instead of solving T N -stage stochastic networks, we solve a single deterministic network over the entire simulation horizon. Let C p 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; T = total cost of the T-period network with realizations 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; T .
Notice that such a posterior optimization involves no uncertainty since decisions are allowed to anticipate future demands see the bottom of gure 4. Therefore, the cost C p 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; T is the lowest overall cost, that is, C p 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; T C M; 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; T 46 for the cost produced by a n y method M. Hence 
Numerical results
In this section, we report the experimental results. We h a ve 12 test problems with characteristics summarized in table 1. The rst four problems use the real data set and the remaining are randomly generated. For the real problems, we v aried the eet size and the length of the planning horizon. For the random problems, we further varied the problem size and the link density. F or each test problem, the actual demands over the T simulation periods are the same when applying di erent methodologies in each simulation run. Also, the initial vehicle allocation is held constant from one method to the next. Therefore, all methods are compared under a homogeneous environment. All problems were tested on a 14-day simulation period. Table 2 shows the total costs and the percentage gaps for the 12 test problems for the three solution methods. For the two v ersions of SLAP, w e c hoose the best one for comparison purposes. Clearly from table 2, as far as the total cost is concerned, both the stochastic methods SCAM and SLAP are signi cantly better than the deterministic method DYNDET. Furthermore, SCAM produces better results than SLAP in all instances. In particular, SLAP cuts the average percentage gap to PB from 15.8 to 11.6 percent, which amounts to a 26.6 percent reduction over the gap for DYNDET. Meanwhile, SCAM further shortens the average percentage gap to 8.8 percent, which amounts to an additional 18.2 percent reduction over SLAP.
Finally, w e are also interested in the performance of the stochastic methods with respect to the length of planning horizon. The experiments show that stochastic methods with longer planning horizon may not necessarily produce better results. One explanation is that the bene ts obtaining from using a longer planning horizon cannot o set the errors resulting from a larger number of approximations. However, SCAM seems more stable with respect to changes in the planning horizon. For example, when we extend the planning horizon for P5 from 7 to 14 resulting in P6, the percentage gap of SLAP increases from 17.8 to 24.2 percent, while that of SCAM increases from 15.2 to 16.2 percent.
These experiments show encouraging results: 1 stochastic models seems better than the deterministic model in the context of dynamic eet management; 2 SCAM performs better than SLAP as far as the total cost and the length of planning horizon are concerned. We formulate the dynamic eet management problem using a stochastic programming framework. Then, we develop the SCAM methodology for the resulting stochastic networks. In this method, we recursively approximate the expected total cost in each stage as a function of the supply to this stage. The resulting approximations are convex, separable functions which are obtained by structurally decomposing the underlying network into trees, whose expected recourse functions are obtained easily. W e use a stochastic analog of the Lagrangian relaxation to iteratively improve our approximations. Finally, we apply SCAM to some dynamic eet management problems. Numerical experiments show that the use of the SCAM methodology is very encouraging. However, the question of how w ell SCAM can perform in other contexts has yet to be addressed.
Tree subproblem
Consider a directed tree with random arc capacities, denoted by T , where the root node is the only supply node. Let be the vector of random arc capacities de ned over a probability space ; F; P with elementary outcomes = f!g. Assume all paths are ranked according to their cost from least to most. Let N p = the number of paths in T n ij = 8 :
1 if link i; j is on path n 0 otherwisẽ c n = the cost of path n k;n = Pfthe k th unit of supply entering the tree takes the n th pathg qk = the marginal expected contribution for the k th unit of supply Z n = the total capacity of the rst n ranked paths Qs; = the total tree cost with scalar supply s for realization .
Powell and Cheung 13 show that the expected value of Qs; can be found parametrically as a function of the scalar supply s using the following equations: k;n = PfZ n kg , PfZ n,1 kg: 
